Abstract. The steam turbine is typically an engineer-to-order product, the assembly of steam turbine is mainly performed by a group of workers. In this paper, we investigate the integrated multi-project scheduling and worker allocation for the assembly of steam turbine. These two problems are interrelated as the tasks durations are not predefined, but depend on the number of workers assigned to that task as well as their skill levels. We develop a mathematical model to represent the problem. In order to solve with the minimization of makespan as the objective, we propose the hybrid algorithm combining particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing (SA). The proposed algorithm is tested on the case that uses industrial data from a steam turbine company. The experimental results show that the solution quality of the hybrid algorithm outperform the other three traditional metaheuristic algorithms.
Introduction
Engineer-to-order (ETO) products are manufactured and assembled in low volume to satisfy individual customers specifications [1] . The steam turbine is typically an engineer-to-order product, the assembly of steam turbine is mainly performed by a group of workers. Several products are assembled in parallel and in sequence, so that the number of workers assembling a product may vary. The release times and due dates of products are determined by a higher level production plan [2] .
Project scheduling problem, scheduling a set of precedence-constrained tasks, where each task requires a set of resources to be performed, and the worker allocation problem which includes assigning workers as scare resources to the need of each task. The two problems are interrelated as the task durations are not predefined, but depend on the number of workers assigned to that task as well as their skill levels.
The decision problem is to determine the sequence of tasks and allocate the workers to the activity step in a multi-project environment in order to minimize the maximum completion time, i.e., the makespan. Due to its combinatorial nature, scheduling problems are computationally very complex and difficult to solve. Therefore, it is not always possible to find an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time. Metaheuristics methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and simulated annealing (SA), have been widely used to solve the static scheduling problems [3] .The methods mentioned above have their different metrics and shortcomings. If we take the combination of several methods into account properly, a better balance between quality and efficiency may be achieved. Considering the convergence ability of the PSO and the exploitation ability of SA, in this study, we propose a hybrid discrete algorithm combined PSO with SA for solving this problem.
The rest of this paper will be organized as the following: section 2 discusses the literature review. Section 3 represents the mathematical model for the problem. Section 4 represents the hybrid algorithm. Section 5 represents the case study. Finally section 6 presents the conclusions and the future work.
Literature Review
The resource-constrained project scheduling problem(RCPSP) is a classical problem in operation research, it has been proven to be NP-hard [4] .The multi-mode resource-constrained multi-project scheduling problem(MRCMPSP) has a considerable practical relevance, especially in the manufacturing industry. It is a large combinational optimization problem. But it has not received much attention until Wauters [5] choose the the subject of the Multidisciplinary International Scheduling Conference: Theory and Applications (MISTA) Challenge 2013.
Attia [6] and Karam [7] considered simultaneously project scheduling and multi-skill worker allocation, they treat the integrated problem as a generalized case of the multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling problem, in which every task requires different qualification worker to be performed and there is a limited number of workers who master different skill levels.
To the best of our knowledge, the integrated multi-project scheduling and worker allocation for the assembly of stream turbine has not been tackled before in the existing literature. This has been a motivation of the current work.
Problem Formulation

Assumptions of the Decision Problem Are Described as Follows
(1)Preemption is not allowed during execution of a task, means during execution of each task, the assigned mode cannot be changed.
(2)All multi-skill resources used in the projects are manpower and are always available. In the combination solutions of human allocation in each task, personnel cooperation starts meanwhile, and finishes meanwhile, simultaneously personnel can evacuate until the task is completed.
(3)A task cannot start unless all of its predecessor tasks are completed. (4)Each worker cannot be allocated to more than one skill of a task at the same time. Table 1 shows the indices and notations that are used in the mathematical model. Table 1 . Notations.
Indices
I
The set of projects 
Constraint Conditions
The objective function(1) aims at minimize the total makespan, the duration of the whole multi-project schedule. Constraint (2) is to ensure that start time of task  i jJ should be greater than or equal to the release date of project i . Constraint (3) ensures that start time of task  i jJ should be less than the due date of project i .Constraint (4) ensures that each project need to be completed before the due date. Constraint (5) describe that the number of workers of task has upper limit and lower limit. Constraint (6) ensures that at any time, the number of workers who master the skill k in operation is always lower than or equal to the total number of workers who master this skill. Constraint (7) describe the precedence relationship between tasks of the same project. It ensures that the starting time of task ' jj is to be greater than or equal the finishing time of its predecessor set of tasks, Certain tasks may require the completion of other tasks prior to their start. Feasible solutions must obey all precedence relations. Constraint (8) ensure that each task is being performed only in one mode (i.e. cannot change or interrupt the execution mode). Constraint (9) describe that the processing time of task  i jJ will be equal to the processing time of assigned execution mode for that task.
Solution Procedure
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary algorithm introduced by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy. PSO mimics the behavior of flying birds and their means of information exchange to solve optimization problems. Simulated Annealing(SA) is a generic probabilistic metaheuristic used in the optimization problems for locating a good global approximation of a function in a large search space.
Encoding Scheme
We have used the individual representation that consists of a precedence feasible activity list (AL) and a mode assignment. Here, an AL is defined as precedence feasible if any predecessor of an activity appears before this activity in the list. A schedule related to an individual is generated by applying the serial schedule generation scheme (serial SGS) to its precedence feasible AL with the mode assignment. The PSO could provide diverse and elite initial solutions to the SA for making a better search in the global space.
PSO Part
Initial population: In this approach, each individual in the population is produced in a random way without any experience. The advantage of this way is simple and easy to maintain population diversity. The disadvantage is less of experience.
Calculate the fitness function: Each particle's fitness function is expressed by the makespan of the corresponding schedule. Evaluate each particle in the population, and record each one as the local best. Select the best particle in the population as the global best.
Evolve approach: For each particle in the population, We apply the one-point crossover with AL sector and the two-point crossover with mode assignment sector. Evaluate each new generated particle, and record the local best for each particle. If the termination criterion satisfies, usually a sufficiently good fitness or a special number of generations, then stop PSO part; otherwise continue.
SA Part
Initial population: Randomly select some individuals of the best population and make sure that the global best solution is included.
The neighborhood structure: The neighborhood in SA defines a processing order of operations by randomly change the mode assignment of a task and apply a swap operation between two adjacent operations. The local search ability of SA is affected by the neighborhood structure. Update the result and check the termination criterion.
Case Study
The case comes from a steam turbine assembly shopfloor, which consists five projects in total. Project 1 is assembly system of air cylinder, project 2, 3 for valve and project 4, 5 for valve carrier. Table 2 shows the number of tasks in each project. The whole assembly system has two different skill levels of workers-9 lower level worker (A level), 6 higher level workers (B level). The release date of all projects are exactly the same, which can be marked as zero without loss of generality. Figure 1 depicts the sequence diagram of project concerning air cylinder. We run our algorithm, GA, PSO and SA on the above case ten times, select the best result of each algorithm. The best result of PSO-SA, GA, PSO and SA is 5799min,5930min, 6381min,6990min. The PSO-SA is superior to the other three algorithms. The best scheduling result is shown in figure 2 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a mathematical model for the integrated multi-project scheduling and worker allocation for the assembly of steam turbines. Motivated by the inefficiency of exact approaches, we propose a hybrid approach combining improved particle swarm optimization and tabu search to solve the problem. The proposed algorithm is tested on the case that uses industrial data from a steam turbine company. The computational results obtained by the proposed algorithm are superior to the other three metaheuristic algorithms especially on large instances. The future work is to apply the hybrid algorithm to other kinds of combinatorial optimization problems.
